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Abstract
Static analyses for reflection and other dynamic language features have recently increased in
number and advanced in sophistication. Most such analyses rely on a whole-program model of
the flow of strings, through the stack and heap. We show that this global modeling of strings
remains a major bottleneck of static analyses and propose a compact encoding, in order to battle
unnecessary complexity. In our encoding, strings are maximally merged if they can never serve
to differentiate class members in reflection operations. We formulate the problem as an instance
of graph coloring and propose a fast polynomial-time algorithm that exploits the unique features
of the setting (esp. large cliques, leading to hundreds of colors for realistic programs). The
encoding is applied to two different frameworks for string-guided Java reflection analysis from
past literature and leads to significant optimization (e.g., a ∼ 2x reduction in the number of
string-flow inferences), for a whole-program points-to analysis that uses strings.
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1 Introduction
Reflection is a language feature that enables the dynamic discovery of an object’s type
structure (e.g., its fields and supported methods) and full access to the object’s state and
functionality through dynamically-discovered members. Reflection is not merely one of
the dynamic features of a statically-typed language but typically the backbone connecting
all dynamic features. For instance, in Java, the most common facility for dynamic code
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generation is the dynamic proxy pattern [26] (recently estimated to appear in 21% of open-
source Java programs [17]), which requires the use of reflection in order to provide a generic
implementation of an interface.
Modeling reflection has been a challenge for the static analysis of languages like Java
and C#. Ignoring reflection operations during static analysis is one of the top causes of
analysis unsoundness [22]. (Or, equivalently, one of the most common assumptions in any
claim of soundness for an analysis is the lack of reflection.) Modeling reflection operations
statically has attracted much recent research effort [7,18,19,21,23,30,34]. Virtually all of
these models have a similar general structure, first explored by Livshits et al. [21,23]: they
model reflection in the context of a whole-program value-flow analysis (such as a points-to
analysis, with a full model of the heap) so that the flow of parameters of reflective actions
can be approximated. The initial such parameters are merely string values. For instance, a
call to java.lang.Class.getMethod() takes as argument the name of the method to be looked
up dynamically. By examining the flow of string values (which may partially match class,
method, or field names) into reflective calls, the analysis can do a first approximation of the
effects of reflective actions. This model can then be refined with extra information, such as
the use patterns of objects produced via reflection.
Static analysis for reflection, therefore, crucially depends on modeling the flow of string
constants. For instance, consider a string constant "put" that flows into a string concatenation
operation (possibly with statically-unknown parameters), whose result flows to a getMethod
call. The constant string yields significant information as to which method(s) may be selected
dynamically. Such information is typically the differentiator between an infeasibly imprecise
static analysis and one that can reliably guess an overapproximation of reflection results.
Tracking strings through a whole-program analysis can be very expensive, however. Type
filtering is ineffective, since the String type is not elaborated into more detailed subtypes in
most languages. This observation holds for a vast array of whole-program static analyses and
is surprising in scope. For instance a context-insensitive analysis of the avrora DaCapo-Bach
benchmark in the Doop framework [30] computes a points-to set of 2.9 million strings and
just 2 million regular objects. Similar effects are found throughout other static analyses that
model reflection: a 0-1-CFA analysis with reflection support on the IBM Wala library [7],
over a medium-sized benchmark (antlr, from the DaCapo 2006 suite), yields a total points-to
set with 6.7 million strings and just 1.7 million non-strings objects (i.e., all other object
types together). This effect is surprising: an analysis that only incidentally models the flow
of strings (in order to model reflection operations) ends up being dominated by string values,
in comparison to all other objects whose flow is the real analysis target.
In this paper, we propose a technique for collapsing string constants so that they impose
minimal overhead in a whole-program value-flow analysis, yet retain their ability to act as
member selectors for all reflection operations. Specifically, we model the problem of merging
string constants as a graph coloring problem. Two strings cannot be merged if they can be
used as selectors of distinct class members in the same reflection operation. This is denoted
by making the strings be neighbor nodes in a conflict (a.k.a. interference) graph, which we
then attempt to color. Any coloring of the graph yields different values for any two neighbors,
i.e., conflicting string constants. Colors are then used as values in the whole-program static
analysis, instead of string constants. In this way, a color can designate any of a finite set of
merged strings.
The graph coloring approach has several nuances, both theoretical and experimental.
First, our setting suggests the need for a very fast (certainly polynomial time) coloring
algorithm, which can, however, tolerate suboptimal coloring results: The optimal coloring
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still yields numbers of colors up to several hundreds, due to the existence of large cliques
in the interference graph. (The cliques are due to conflicts between all members of a class,
including all members declared in supertypes, all the way up to java.lang.Object. A deep
class hierarchy can easily result in string constants being able to select several hundreds of
members from the same class object.) We present a fast, near-linear-time, coloring algorithm
that performs very well in this setting. As a second consideration, string merging can
theoretically introduce some imprecision, due to spurious data flows in the static analysis.
We find experimentally that no imprecision arises in practice, strongly validating the appeal
of the string merging insight.
The string merging approach is orthogonal to other reflection analysis, string interning,
etc. techniques commonly employed in the literature. Concretely, string merging complements
any standard reflection analysis algorithm: the same reflection algorithm still applies, but
for fewer abstract string constants. Similarly, the technique is agnostic to how compactly
strings are represented at the low level.
We apply the string merging approach to the Doop and SOLAR program analysis
frameworks, which employ different static analyses for reflection [19, 30]. The technique
yields a size reduction of ∼ 2x for points-to sets with string values, or a reduction of ∼ 1.5x
in the total sizes of computed value sets. This translates to proportional savings for any
further analyses as well as a speedup of ∼20% for the base points-to analysis. Importantly,
these improvements are orthogonal and assumption-less, shrinking the input of an analysis
and transparently benefiting any analysis algorithm, setup, or analyzed program, with no
pitfalls or drawbacks in other respects.
In all, our work makes the following contributions:
It identifies a rather surprising problem in whole-program analysis that models reflection:
string values feature disproportionately in value-flow results, such as points-to sets.
It proposes the merging of strings that cannot differentiate members in the same class,
and formulates the problem as an instance of graph coloring.
It shows that a simple but fast graph coloring algorithm is well-suited to the specifics of
the problem instance.
It validates the approach in standard analysis frameworks and quantifies the benefit.
2 Illustration and Intuition
We illustrate (in simplified terms) the insight that our approach exploits, with the example
of Figure 1.
A program contains several (10) string constants ("bar", "fro", etc.), which can be used
as selectors for fields and methods of all available classes. An undirected conflict graph is
produced, where two constants are neighbors iff they are substrings of the names of different
fields or different methods of the same class. (In the full setting, class members also include
all supertype members. However, in this example no type has a non-trivial supertype and
members of the trivial superclass java.lang.Object are ignored for the sake of simplicity.) A
single string constant has the potential to be used via reflection to select members of different
classes—e.g., "bar" can potentially be used to select either Foob:bar() or Tolk:barahir().
Neither possibility can be precluded a priori, since it is the analysis of value flow itself that
will determine how these strings get concatenated with others and to which reflection calls
they flow.
By coloring the conflict graph (in the standard “graph coloring” sense, of different colors
for neighbors), we can merge string constants together without losing any of their ability
to be used as selectors in reflection operators. In the example, an optimal graph coloring
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class Foob {
  int foo;
  void bar() {...}
  void baz() {...}
}
class Info {
  int frotz;
  int grue;
  String zork(){...}
}
class Tolk {
  int frodo;
  void gandalf() {...}
  void barahir() {...}
}














Figure 1 Illustration of approach: sample classes (top) are accessed via reflection, from a program
with 10 (sub)string constants (middle). This induces a conflict graph (bottom): two string constants
conflict if they can refer to distinct members of the same type (i.e., method or field) inside the same
class. The graph is 2-colorable, so just 2 values can be kept instead of the initial 10. An example
coloring is shown: bold vs. non-bold strings.
uses just two colors—e.g., consider the bold and non-bold strings as having different colors.
Any whole-program static analysis can then be performed with merely two artificial string
constant objects, one for each color, in place of the original string constants. The first
object effectively denotes either "bar" or "fro" or "bara" or "frotz", while the second stands
for either "zork" or "gand" or "foo" or "baz" or "alf" or "gru". Subsequent analysis of a
reflection operation will then proceed as before, e.g., knowing that either "bar" or "fro" or
"bara" or "frotz" is used as an argument to a getField() call on an Info class object is as
good as knowing which exact string constant was used: only field "frotz" can be selected.
In this way, the analysis needs to track the flow of a lot fewer values. The end results of
a realistic whole-program analysis stop being unduly dominated by string objects.
There are several subtleties in the general approach. The idea of merging strings that
cannot refer to members of the same class is simple in dynamic execution terms. In static
analysis, however, there are some complicating factors that we explore in the next sections.
Briefly:
Although most published static analyses for reflection employ common base reasoning
(Section 3) there are significant differences. Some algorithms track the flow of substrings
(known as substring analysis), others only track strings that completely match class names
or member names. Some algorithms use backward reasoning based on information other
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than string matches (e.g., examining the further uses of the return value of a reflective
operation). The approach is mostly orthogonal to these variations but may need slight
adaptation to avoid accidental interference. Additionally, not all string constants should
be merged. For instance, string constants that match class names should not be merged:
they are the primary selectors in reflection logic. Section 5 discusses such topics in more
detail.
Due to independent static analysis imprecision, string merging is not guaranteed to
produce identical results as an original analysis that uses full string constants. A string
constant can be spuriously computed to flow to a reflection operation over an incompatible
class object. Before merging, the spurious flow could fail to find a matching member,
whereas after merging it may do so. Such accidental imprecision, although uncommon, can
be solved – Section 5 describes solutions as applied to two reflection analysis frameworks.
In our experiments (Section 6), we have not found string merging to introduce any
practical imprecision in static analysis: precision metrics, such as methods called by each
site, remain identical.
3 Static Analysis with Reflection
The context of our work is a standard scheme that integrates Java reflection reasoning
in a static analysis that tracks the flow of objects inter-procedurally. We discuss it first
(Section 3.1) and then present variations (Section 3.2).
3.1 Inter-Procedural Reflection Analysis
Most static analyses for reflection [18,19,21,23,30,34] employ variations of a scheme originally
due to Livshits et al. [21,23]. This standard scheme is based on computing the flow of objects
in mutual recursion with the computation of the effects of reflection actions. A value-flow
analysis (e.g., a standard points-to analysis, for all reference variables in a program) gives
information to the reflection analysis and vice versa. This interplay of analyses is necessary
because the different elements of reflective actions can be distributed throughout the program.
Consider a typical pattern of reflection use:
String className = ... ;1
Class c = Class.forName(className);2
Object o = c.newInstance();3
String methodName = ... ;4
Method m = c.getMethod(methodName, ...);5
m.invoke(o, ...);6
All of the above statements can occur in distant program locations, across different
methods, invoked through virtual calls from multiple sites, etc. Thus, a whole-program
analysis with an understanding of heap objects is required to track reflection. This suggest
the idea that reflection analysis can leverage points-to analysis—it is a client for points-to
information. At the same time, points-to analysis needs the results of reflection analysis—e.g.,
to determine which method gets invoked in the last line of the above example, or what objects
each of the example’s local variables point to. Thus, under the Livshits et al. approach,
reflection analysis and points-to analysis become mutually recursive.
This mutual recursion is typically captured in simple logical rules in the Datalog language.
Datalog is ideal in that a) its computation model is based on the recursive specification of
logical relations; b) it has already been used in a large amount of static analysis research
work (e.g., [4, 11,14,16,20,25,27,29,32,33]).
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V is a set of variables
H is a set of heap object abstractions
M is a set of methods
S is a set of method signatures (including name)
I is a set of instructions (e.g., invocation sites)
T is a set of class types
N is the set of natural numbers
Call(i: I, sig: S) # instruction i is a call sig(...).
AssignRetValue(i: I, v: V ) # instruction i is a return v.
ActualArg(i: I, n: N, v: V ) # the n-th parameter of call instruction i is local var v.
HeapType(h: H, t: T) # object h has type t.
Lookup(sig: S, t: T, m: M ) # in type t there is a method m with signature sig.
ConstantForClass(h: H, t: T) # string object h matches name of class/type t.
ConstantForMethod(h: H, sig: S) # string object h matches name of method sig.
ReifiedClass(t: T, h: H ) # special object h represents the class object of type t.
ReifiedObject(i: I, t: T, h: H ) # special object h represents objects of type t
allocated with a newInstance call at invocation site i.
ReifiedMethod(sig: S, h: H ) # special object h represents the reflection object for
method signature sig.
Figure 2 Input domains and relations representing the input program.
Computation in Datalog consists of monotonic logical inferences that apply to produce
more facts until fixpoint. A Datalog rule “C(z,x) ← A(x,y), B(y,z).” means that if A(x,y)
and B(y,z) are both true, then C(z,x) can be inferred.
We consider the core of the analysis algorithm on the features of the above example:
creating a reflective object representing a class (a class object) given a name string (li-
brary method Class.forName), creating a new object given a class object (library method
Class.newInstance), retrieving a reflective method object given a class object and a signature
(library method Class.getMethod), and reflectively calling a virtual method on an object
(library method Method.invoke). This treatment ignores several other APIs (e.g., we show
method lookups but not field lookups), which are handled similarly.
The analysis takes as input the relations (i.e., tables filled with information from the
program text) shown in Figure 2. Using these inputs, the Livshits et al. reflection analysis
can be expressed as a four-rule addition to any points-to analysis. The rest of the points-to
analysis (not shown here—see e.g., [11, 15,32]) supplies more rules for computing a relation
VarPointsTo(v: V, h: H) and a relation CallGraphEdge(i: I, m: M). Intuitively, the
traditional points-to part of the joint analysis is responsible for computing how heap objects
flow inter-procedurally through the program, while the added rules contribute only the
reflection handling. We explain the rules below.
VarPointsTo(r, h)←
Call(i, "Class.forName" ), ActualArg(i, 0, p), AssignRetValue(i, r),
VarPointsTo(p, c), ConstantForClass(c, t), ReifiedClass(t, h).
The first rule models a forName call, which returns a class object given a string representing
the class name. The rule says that if the first argument (0-th parameter, since forName is
a static method) of a forName call points to an object that is a string constant, then the
types, t, that match that constant are retrieved. Assuming the result of the forName call
at instruction i is assigned to a local variable r, and the reflection object for a t is h, r is
inferred to point to h.
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VarPointsTo(r, h)←
Call(i, "Class.newInstance" ), ActualArg(i, 0, v), VarPointsTo(v, hc),
ReifiedClass(t, hc), AssignRetValue(i, r), ReifiedObject(i, t, h).
The above rule reads: if the receiver object, hc, of a newInstance call is a class object for
class t, and the newInstance call is assigned to variable r , then make r point to the special
(i.e., invented) allocation site h that designates objects of type t allocated at the newInstance
call site.
VarPointsTo(r, hm)←
Call(i, "Class.getMethod" ), ActualArg(i, 0, b), ActualArg(i, 1, p),
AssignRetValue(i, r), VarPointsTo(b, hc), ReifiedClass(t, hc),
VarPointsTo(p, c), ConstantForMethod(c, s),
Lookup(t, s, _), ReifiedMethod(s, hm).
The above rule gives semantics to getMethod calls. It states that if such a call is made
with receiver b (for “base”) and first argument p (the string encoding the desired method’s
signature), and if the analysis has already determined the objects that b and p may point to,
then, assuming p points to a string constant encoding a signature, s, that exists inside the
type that b points to (“_” stands for “any” value), the variable r holding the result of the
getMethod call points to the reflective object, hm, for this method signature.
CallGraphEdge(i, m)←
Call(i, "Method.invoke" ), ActualArg(i, 0, b), ActualArg(i, 1, p),
VarPointsTo(b, hm), ReifiedMethod(s, hm),
VarPointsTo(p, h), HeapType(h, t), Lookup(t, s, m).
Finally, all reflection information can contribute to inferring more call-graph edges. The last
rule encodes that an edge can be inferred from the invocation site, i, of a reflective invoke
call to a method m, if the receiver, b, of the invoke (0th parameter) points to a reflective
object encoding a method signature, and the argument, p, of the invoke (1st parameter)
points to an object, h, of a class in which the lookup of the signature produces method m.
3.2 Variations
Several enhancements and variations of this general reflection analysis scheme have been
employed in past work. We summarize them below, since we will need to refer to them in
later sections.
Complex mechanisms for substring flow and matching can be used, instead of matching full
class and method names. Consider the first of the previous rules, handling Class.forName
calls. The rule uses predicate ConstantForClass, which could well encode a substring
match instead of a full match of the class name. The complication will then be to
propagate strings through concatenation operations, so that the VarPointsTo relation
(the main value-flow relation of the analysis) computes the flow of substrings throughout
the program. (That is, when a string constant is in a points-to set, this signifies that the
analysis computes that the run-time value is the result of concatenating some prefix and
suffix to the string constant.) This tends to put more pressure on the size of the points-to
set as string information is allowed to flow through more avenues.
The base rules show a forward analysis, where string values need to be completely
determined for the result of a reflective operation to be modeled. Every one of the four
rules is predicated on a past VarPointsTo result that establishes that a parameter points
to a certain string that matches other rule conditions. An alternative is to analyze how
the results of reflective operations are used in further code—i.e., to perform a backward
analysis. There are many sources of such backward analysis information [18,19,30]. For
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a simple case [21], if the result of a c.newInstance call is cast to a type T, then T gives a
strong hint on the value of reflective class object c. This is particularly useful when c
has been produced by using external sources (e.g., strings from a file or the network) so
that its value cannot be determined by normal forward analysis. The same technique
can also be used to get higher precision, by cross-validating the inferences of forward and
backward reflection analysis before allowing them to affect the rest of the analysis.
The base scheme shown (see 3rd rule of previous section) uses strings as method selectors
only when the analysis has determined the containing class. This may not be necessary,
however: a string matching a method name may be descriptive enough to determine
both the method and the containing class. Such reasoning is typically performed under
further qualifications of precision. For instance, the rule may only fire if the method name
matches very few methods in the whole program and/or if the method name is a constant
that is close to the reflective operation (e.g., in the same method), to avoid imprecision.
4 String Merging via Coloring
Our approach consists of merging string constants that occur in the program text. As
illustrated in Section 2, strings can be merged if they cannot serve to distinguish members of
the same class. This agrees with the main forward logic of static reflection analysis, as seen
in the 3rd rule of Section 3.1: a string denoting a member name is only used for known class
objects. (Exceptions are discussed in Section 5.)
The string-merging approach operates before inter-procedural analysis is performed. Ef-
fectively, the analysis input is pre-processed so that the domain H of heap object abstractions
gets shrunk: abstract objects representing string constants are merged, while all others remain
unchanged. The inter-procedural reflection and value-flow (i.e., points-to) analysis then
proceeds unchanged, over the optimized domain. The pre-processing also entails correctly
updating all input predicates (e.g., ConstantForMethod) so that a merged string value
can serve to select all members that its constituents can represent.
The more interesting aspects of the technique concern how the string-merging decision is
made. As we saw, the problem can be viewed as an instance of standard graph coloring, on
an undirected interference/conflict graph with nodes representing all string constants in the
program text. Two strings are neighbors iff they match distinct members (of the same kind,
i.e., both fields or both methods) in the same class.
Optimal graph coloring is an NP-hard problem. There are, however, strong reasons why
our setting is a good fit for algorithms that yield more colors (i.e., do suboptimal merging)
but are very fast.
The minimum number of colors required is large. The input graph contains large cliques
of nodes, because of classes with several hundreds of members. Such classes arise due to
inheritance hierarchies, since inherited members of a class need to be taken into account
for reflective lookups. All strings matching members of such a class form a clique: any two
of them are connected in the interference graph, so all of them need to be kept distinct.
Even just considering classes in the Java system libraries, cliques of size in the hundreds
arise.
Based on this observation, the best that an optimal algorithm can hope to achieve is
a reduction of string constant values from the several thousands (as typical in a large
Java program) to the few hundreds. Therefore, a sub-optimal coloring can still capture
a lot of the benefit—even twice as many colors as the optimal number represent a
substantial reduction in the number of string constants that the static analysis needs to
track throughout the program code.
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The benefit from string merging is not proportional to the reduction in the number of
string constants. The benefit is, instead, reflected well by the reduction of the size of
the VarPointsTo relation. For instance, if the number of string constants tracked
by the analysis drops by a factor of 100 (i.e., on average 100 original string constants
are mapped to each color and merged) the ensuing reduction in the complexity of the
string-tracking analysis will be much more modest—typically well below 10. Benefits
arise only when merged strings would have been inferred to be members of the same
points-to set. However, most points-to sets in an analysis are small, containing at most
a handful of members. In the worst case, if a variable were to point to a single string
constant in the original analysis, no benefit would arise: the string constant would merely
be replaced by a merged representative, but the points-to set would still be of size 1.
Per the above, the benefit of optimal graph coloring is tiny in our setting. Conversely,
the speed of the coloring algorithm is crucial. String merging (i.e., graph coloring) is a
pre-processing step, whose running time burdens the static analysis itself.
Accordingly, we employ a near-linear-time greedy algorithm for coloring the interference
graph of string constants. The coloring (or “numbering”) algorithm specification is simple:
1. Compile an undirected graph G = {V, E} where V represents the original string constants
and E represents the conflicts between string constants.
2. Apply any total ordering relation ≤ defined over V to each edge E and direct each edge
according to this. This produces a directed acyclic graph G′ = {V, E′}.
3. For each v ∈ V , its color is established by computing the maximum distance from any
root (i.e., node in V with zero in-degree) in G′.
In practice the ordering ≤ of strings can be arbitrary (e.g., lexicographic, or numeric by
internal index, or random id) and an efficient implementation to establish the maximum
distance to a root is to examine strings in a topological order over G′. Therefore each string
s in V is examined only after all its predecessors t. We give string s color (i.e., number) i,
where i is one higher than the maximum color of any predecessor.
The numbering step trivially gives different numbers to conflicting string constants: for
every two conflicting nodes, one will be below the other in the total ordering, so they cannot
have the same maximum distance from a root node. Using a standard implementation of
topological sorting with a min-heap data structure, the resulting algorithm runs in time
O(e · log(n)), where e = |E| (the number of graph edges) and n = |V | (the number of string
constants). (Each edge needs to be traversed upon examination of its source node, in order
to update the color bound of the edge’s target node.)
In the worst case, this numbering algorithm would yield suboptimal colorings—e.g., if the
greatest element of one clique, per the ≤ ordering, is the least element of the next, the two
cliques cannot reuse colors. However, such adversarial input is unlikely if one picks ordering
≤ randomly. Even a lexicographic ordering ≤ of strings yields consistently good results
due to the nature of our setting: the strings are used for reflection analysis, therefore they
need to match original, unobfuscated names of class members. (Reflection on obfuscated
member names is not possible, since all string manipulation—e.g., concatenation or substring
matching—gets invalidated.) Human-written member names are distributed fairly well
lexicographically, so that different classes have members at dispersed points in the global
ordering.
Figure 3 shows the above logic in Datalog with stratified aggregation (all ranges of
min/max aggregators are computed before the aggregation needs to take place). We reuse
relations from Section 3.1 and again only refer to methods—extending to also include field
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DeclaringType(m: M, t: T) # member m is declared or inherited by type t.
LessThan(s1: H, s2: H) # string constant s1 is @ s2 .
ColorAtLeast(s: H, n: N) # string constant s needs a color of at least n.
ColorEq(s: H, n: N) # string constant s will be assigned color n.
RepresentativeForColor(s: H, n: N) # string constant s will represent color n.
LessThan(string1, string2 )←
ConstantForMethod(string1, m1 ), DeclaringType(m1, class),
ConstantForMethod(string2, m2 ), DeclaringType(m2, class),
m1 6= m2 , string1 < string2 .
ColorAtLeast(string, 0 )← ConstantForMethod(string, _).
ColorAtLeast(string1, n + 1 )←
LessThan(string2, string1 ), ColorAtLeast(string2, n).
ColorEq(string, max(n))← ColorAtLeast(string, n).
RepresentativeForColor(min(string), n)← ColorEq(string, n).
Figure 3 An extra input relation, computed relations, and Datalog rules for string coloring
algorithm.
members is trivial. The final rule performs an arbitrary aggregation/choice of a representative
string constant, among the ones in the input, to stand for all string constants with the same
color in the reduced input domain, H. This is a simplified version of the logic used in our
actual implementation.
Note that the straightforward realization of these rules in a Datalog engine will likely
have worst-case quadratic complexity, instead of the O(e · log(n)) bound for the algorithm im-
plemented with a heap data structure. In practice, this effect can be mitigated with standard
Datalog optimization techniques. Although the LessThan relation is worst-case quadratic,
it is also local, since a string will only conflict with a small number of others, i.e., up to a
constant. We can define a more economical intermediate relation, ImmediatelyLessThan,
based on LessThan, and compute ColorAtLeast more efficiently using it.
With either a direct implementation or minimal optimization effort of Datalog rules, the
running time of the algorithm for sets of string constants in realistic Java applications is
virtually instantaneous, i.e., entirely negligible compared to subsequent analysis time.
5 Practical Applications of Technique
The essence of our technique, described in the previous section, is a good illustration of the
principles, but it ignores several realistic semantic complications. Additional development
is needed to integrate this technique to existing real world analyses without sacrificing
soundness and precision.
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5.1 Combining Forward with Backward Analyses to Counter
Imprecision
String merging, when combined with (unavoidable) static analysis imprecision, is not guaran-
teed to produce identical results as an original analysis that uses full string constants. String,
Method or Class constants could be spuriously computed to flow to a reflection operation
producing statically inferred behavior that was not meant to happen at runtime. Before
merging string constants, the spurious flow could fail to find matching spurious members,
whereas after merging it may do so. Here, backward analyses [18,19,21,30] come into play
to correct virtually all precision issues.
String a = "zork"; // i.e. {gru, alf, baz, foo, gand, zork};1
2
Class cls = unknown() ? Foob.getClass() : Info.getClass();3
4
Method m = cls.getMethod(a); // m = zork or baz ?5
String s = (String) m.invoke(); // m = zork!6
In the example above, in the original program, variable a is assigned to string "zork" at
line 1. Assuming a class structure as presented in Figure 1, our technique substitutes "zork"
with another object that represents any of the following strings: "gru", "alf", "baz",
"foo", "gand", "zork". At line 3, a conditional assignment with unknown predicate causes
the static analysis to consider that m could either be class Foob or class Info. At line 5, in the
original program we get method zork from the classes pointed by variable cls. Unfortunately,
in the transformed program, the representative of "zork" matches both Info.zork and
Foob.baz. Although some imprecision is introduced here, the analysis has means to reverse
this. Since the method in m is invoked in the next line and the return value is cast, the
analysis infers that m would not contain Foob.baz but just Info.zork, which is the only of
the two methods that returns a String. (The astute reader will note that this is not a 100%
sound treatment, however real world reflection analysis tools need to manage and balance
precision, soundness and scalability.) In this way, a backward analysis serves the role of
cross-validating forward analysis results to negate imprecision. Similarly, since Info.zork is
only defined in class Info, the backward analysis also informs the forward analysis of class
constants to infer that variable cls only contains class Info.
In practice, backward analyses like the ones demonstrated in this example are necessary
to maintain a precise analysis whether or not our string coloring technique is applied, and
indeed both state-of-the-art static reflection analysis frameworks on which our technique was
applied (Doop [4] and SOLAR [19]) enable these enhancements by default.
5.2 High Confidence Inferences
Although in practice most reflection inferences involve forward and backward analyses, this is
not always the case. In Doop, string constants that originate locally and flow to a reflective
operation sink locally are treated as high-confidence inferences, and thus do not require
confirmation from backward analysis. For instance, we can take the following example:
String a = in.readline(); // not statically known1
2
Class cls = Class.forName(a);3
4
Method m = cls.getMethod("zork"); // cls must be Info for this to work5
6
In the original program, we are not able to statically determine the string passed to
variable a on line 1. However, if the analysis can determine with high confidence that a
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method in this unknown class matches "zork" then this inference is used to determine
that cls points to the class Info. Merging "zork" with other strings interferes with this
mechanism. By nature, high confidence inferences need to be carried out under strict,
syntactically apparent conditions, thus limiting their applicability. These same conditions
can also be picked up in the string merging pre-analysis. For instance, in Doop, only strings
that originate in the same method where a matching reflective operation is performed are
used for high confidence inferences. A solution we implemented for this scenario is to perform
a more selective string merging—if a string can flow to a local reflective operation, that string
is not merged.
5.3 Selective Unsoundness
Selective unsoundness in the design of static reflection analysis can also cause challenges to
our technique. For instance, typical reflection analyses exclude strings that are not meaningful
enough to determine class names. A common substring (for instance “Impl”) can match
several classes. Using such strings to resolve class names naturally leads to imprecision in
the analysis. A sensible heuristic in this case is to not perform static reflection analysis on
strings that match more than some arbitrary number of classes. When strings are represented
by their color, each color encodes multiple strings, matching methods or fields. (Note that
a string can sometimes match both a method and a class.) Therefore the string coloring
technique is at odds with the selective unsoundness heuristic: a merged string may be filtered
out in other analysis reasoning. In this case, the solution we adopted was to not merge string
constants if they can match classes. Alternatively, one can include strings that match classes
to conflict graphs and have these all in the same clique—each color at most would represent
one string that matches a class.
Design decisions and heuristics similar to these are present throughout real-world reflection
analyses, which implies that any analysis optimization that may introduce imprecision could
also introduce unsoundness.
6 Evaluation
We implemented our string coloring algorithm and applied our general technique to the most
recent development version of the Doop [4] static analysis framework. We have also applied
our technique to the SOLAR pointer and reflection analysis framework [19]. Both Doop and
SOLAR are full-featured and handle most complex semantic aspects of the Java language,
such as reflection, implicit initialization, exceptions, and more.
On both frameworks, we only needed to perform minimal modifications to their logic
to apply this technique. Most of the modifications that we made are optimizations and
additional indexing in the reflection logic. These simple optimizations were applied after we
discovered that the additional load on the backward analyses necessitated better indexes.
These modifications were applied to both the baseline configuration and the string coloring
configuration, so both configurations benefited from these performance improvements. On
both frameworks, we compare the performance of the analysis with and without string
coloring enabled.
This evaluation intends to answer the following research questions:
RQ1 Does the presented technique enhance the efficiency of static analysis?
RQ2 Does the technique compromise the quality of the static analysis? In terms of:
RQ2.1 Soundness.
RQ2.2 Precision.
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RQ3 Does our fast string coloring algorithm perform as-predicted, in terms of coloring
effectiveness and its translation to string-merging effectiveness?
To answer these research questions, we employ the following metrics:
Var points-to. The size of the VarPointsTo relation, on both application and library code.
This metric strongly correlates with relevant static analysis time. This is by far the
largest relation that is produced as output by the analysis, and describes what stack
variables point to. The cost of any further use of analysis results is likely to be highly
correlated to the size of VarPointsTo.
Heap points-to. The cumulative size of all heap relations, i.e., instance field points-to, static
field points-to and array index points-to. These form the second largest relation produced
by the analysis, and describes what heap objects point-to.
Relevant static analysis time. The time required to run our static pointer analysis. This
includes the time to run the graph coloring algorithm and all associated overheads when
this is enabled.
Call graph size. We compare the sizes of call graphs before and after our optimization is
applied. A smaller call graph indicates unsoundness, while a larger indicates imprecision
and can answer RQ2.
Var points-to string. The size of the var points-to relation subset containing only strings as
heap objects.
Size of largest clique. The size of the largest clique in the string conflict graph.
Number of colors. The total number of colors applied to the string conflict graph.
The metrics are established through the use of existing tools, applied to benchmarks from
the DaCapo 9.12-Bach Java benchmark suite [2] in the case of the Doop framework. In the
case of the SOLAR framework, we use the same subset of the DaCapo 2006 benchmarks used
in the original SOLAR evaluation [19]. Both static analysis frameworks use the PA-Datalog
engine, a publicly available, stripped-down version of the commercial LogicBlox Datalog
engine. Both frameworks are run with full-featured static handling of reflection. All our
run times are established on an idle machine with an Intel Xeon E5-2687W v4 3.00GHz
with up to 512 GB of RAM. All experiments had a cutoff time of 6 hours. (This is merely a
practical time-budgeting limit. We have occasionally let several instances of heavy analyses
run for longer but have not observed analyses that terminate in under 10 hours if they do
not terminate in 6.) Timings reported are from a single run, but repeat runs show very low
variation (up to about 5%, typically much lower).
Notably, all analyses operate on an already economical representation of string constants.
Strings are interned and represented in all relations via a 22-bit identifier. (This means that
the maximum string pool size is 222 = 4194304, which is still three orders of magnitude
larger than the number of string constants arising in our benchmarks, as we shall see in
Figure 10.) Furthermore, all experiments are conducted with all other standard string
merging approaches enabled: all strings that cannot be used for reflection (i.e., that do not
match class, method, or field names) are merged into a single, nondescript abstract string.
The Doop framework is flexible with respect to context sensitivity, so we configure it
with several flavors:
insens: No context sensitivity.
1call: A 1-call-site sensitive analysis (heap insensitive). This is also known as 1-CFA [28].
2type+H: A 2-type-sensitive analysis [31] with a 1-type-sensitive heap.
2obj+H: A 2-object sensitive analysis with 1-object sensitive heap.
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The SOLAR framework is configured to use a selective 2-type-sensitive+heap. This adds
call-site sensitivity for static methods to a 2-type-sensitive analysis. This is the kind of
context sensitivity that SOLAR is tuned for [19].
6.1 RQ1: Performance and Efficiency Gains
As shown in Figure 4, the technique achieves an average analysis speedup of about 20% on
the Doop framework. The running time includes all overheads (including pre-processing
of the input) and shows benefits throughout all analysis configurations. This captures well
the overall deployment mode of the string-merging optimization: the benefit is orthogonal
to any other optimizations or analysis options, consistently applicable, and without adding
potential downsides.
Running time reduction of the main analysis is only one aspect of the benefit, however.
Memory is often a bottleneck for analyzing applications. Figure 5 demonstrates the reduction
in memory footprint of the whole analysis database. Our approach shows a larger benefit for
this metric, especially with larger analyses, such as the 2-object-sensitive+heap analysis (as
there are fewer constant overheads).
Since points-to analysis is mainly used as a general substrate by higher-level analysis
clients, the benefit to these is the overall size reduction of the data they import: the points-to
sets for local variables (var points-to, Figure 6) and for heap object references (heap points-to,
Figure 7). The sizes of these relations typically drop by factors of 1.5x or higher, across all
benchmarks and different context sensitivities.
Similar results can be seen for the SOLAR reflection analysis framework, in Figure 8.
Notice that, overall, the technique yields slightly less benefit for SOLAR. This is mostly
attributed to the fact that SOLAR does not perform substring analysis—only strings fully
matching member names are tracked by the analysis. Core reflection analysis coverage
improvements such as substring analysis increase the size of the points-to set substantially
since strings are allowed to flow in and out through string factory operations such as
StringBuilder.append and StringBuilder.toString respectively.
6.2 RQ2: Precision and Soundness
Throughout our evaluation, the string coloring technique compromises neither precision nor
soundness, since either of these conditions hold in both implementations:
Forward and backward analyses in reflection must agree with each other—this drastically
improves precision in reflection analysis, whether or not our technique is applied.
High-confidence inferences (not requiring both forward and backward analyses) are limited
by some condition that allows a preprocessing step to select which strings should be
merged and which should not.
Experimentally, we have verified that both precision and soundness are preserved when
our technique is enabled. One (of the many) metrics we employ to quantify precision and
soundness is the number of call-graph edges (projected context-insensitively). A smaller
call-graph is due to unsoundness, while a larger one is due to imprecision. Call-graph edge
numbers are shown in Figure 9, and, as we can see, remain virtually identical.
6.3 RQ3: Effectiveness of Coloring Algorithm and String Merging
The graph coloring algorithm of Section 4 is very inexpensive. Figure 10 reports running
times for the DaCapo Bach benchmarks, at less than a second to run on average. These
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average speedup 21% 21% 13% 17%
Figure 4 Points-to analysis time in seconds, including overheads of graph coloring. Empty values
indicate the analysis did not terminate within six hours.
numbers likely include several extra overheads (since they are inside a Datalog engine, where
reasoning is performed as database table joins) but are still entirely negligible compared to
the subsequent static analysis.
We also need to evaluate experimentally how effective the algorithm is, in terms of the
number of colors it produces. Figure 10 shows this number of colors, also giving the size
of the largest clique in the string-conflict graph (which is a lower bound even for optimal
coloring) and the total number of string constants, i.e., nodes in the graph. The algorithm
achieves significant reduction factors (mean 6.5x, i.e., 6.5 strings on average are merged
into one) leaving little benefit for an algorithm that achieves tighter coloring. The largest
clique for most benchmarks is the same (size 176), which is an artifact of the way the
DaCapo benchmarks are packaged, with common libraries and a common harness among
many benchmarks.
Contrasting Figure 10 with the earlier Figures 6-7 illustrates the numbers involved in our
setting: relatively few string constants (in the thousands) result in tens of millions of extra
points-to facts for the analysis, since they propagate to several points-to sets each.
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average ratio 1.20x 1.35x 1.22x 1.27x
Figure 5 Memory footprint (in KB). Empty values indicate the analysis did not terminate within
six hours.
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average ratio 1.49x 1.50x 1.51x 1.49x
Figure 6 Var points-to size (in thousands). Empty values indicate the analysis did not terminate
within six hours.
As discussed in Section 4, merging string constants does not translate into proportional
shrinking of string points-to sets, because many original points-to sets would not contain
multiple merged strings. (The median points-to set size is 1 for many analysis settings, which
allows no shrinking in most cases!) To quantify the actual reduction in string-flow inferences,
we show in Figure 11 the change (for the Doop framework) in the size of points-to sets
containing strings, i.e., the number of total tuples in the VarPointsTo relation where the
target object is a string. (This includes points-to inferences where the string object is not
a constant but a completely unknown run-time value. However, the majority of the tuples
concern variables that points to constant strings. This does not necessarily mean that the
variable is inferred to have a constant string value, just that the constant string is a substring
of the run-time value.)
As Figure 11 shows, string merging significantly shrinks the number of point-to inferences
for strings, by roughly a factor of 2, thus capturing the majority of the potential benefit.
Again, the reduction is mostly consistent throughout all the benchmarks analyzed under
different context sensitivities. Interestingly, the overall reductions in points-to set sizes comes
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average ratio 1.74x 1.76x 1.48x 1.32x
Figure 7 Heap points-to (in thousands). Empty values indicate the analysis did not terminate
within six hours.
about due to different reasons in context-insensitive versus highly context-sensitive settings.
In a context-insensitive setting, strings flow less precisely, so there are more opportunities
for merged strings to appear in the same variables. In a highly context-sensitive setting,
strings also make up some of the context components, and so we also see fewer references
for other object types in the points-to set. We also see that strings are flowing with more
precision so there is slightly less gain due to merging different strings in the same variables.
Overall, these factors seem to balance themselves out and we see a consistent reduction of
the points-to set for all levels of context sensitivity.
7 Related Work
There are two directions of related work: specialized graph coloring algorithms and static
analyses for reflection. The former are less related to our approach, for a variety of reasons.
First, our graphs have no recognized special properties. Second, most specialized graph
coloring algorithms are still trying for (near-)optimal coloring, since they apply to a setting
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relevant analysis time (s) speedup var points-to (000’) reduction
antrl original 409 25406
coloring 348 18% 22890 10%
chart original 2498 187903
coloring 2195 14% 160398 15%
eclipse original 683 65905
coloring 599 14% 55204 16%
fop original 2330 150955
coloring 2181 7% 133686 11%
pmd original 1064 70871
coloring 916 16% 50570 29%
Figure 8 Performance improvements of our technique on the SOLAR analysis framework,
demonstrated on the subset of the DaCapo 2006 benchmarks used in previous SOLAR work.
where tight coloring yields benefits. We have the luxury of a setting where some additional
number of colors makes hardly any difference in the overall benefit. Therefore, coloring
simplicity and efficiency become paramount.
Some of the best-known graph coloring results with applications in programming languages
can be found in the register allocation literature. Gupta et al. [12] give a fast coloring algorithm
based on clique separators, i.e., cliques whose removal would disconnect the graph. In a
relatively recent and prominent representative of specialized graph coloring approaches, Hack
and Goos [13] give an optimal algorithm for register allocation of SSA-form programs, by
showing that such programs have chordal interference graphs.
Fully analyzing reflection has been attracting attention for a long time. Multiple ap-
proaches have been proposed in the past in an effort to tackle the efficiency, soundness, and
precision concerns of such an analysis.
As discussed in Section 3.1, Livshits et al. introduced the idea that reflection analysis
and pointer analysis have to work together in order to be effective [21, 23]. They also
identify points in a given program where user input affects the resolution of reflective targets
and subsequently give the user the option to provide appropriate specifications for the
aforementioned points. Additionally, they provide an automated, more conservative and
sometimes less precise approach in which type casts applied to the results of reflective
allocations are used in order to infer the possible values of said allocated objects.
Other work [18, 24, 30] builds on the latter concept and introduces more sophisticated
backward or use-based analyses in the context of Javascript and Java respectively. When
objects are retrieved from unknown code (including through reflection), the analysis tries to
infer the object’s properties based on the way that it is used in the code text (generalizing to
more language constructs other than type casts, e.g., string literals used in a Class.getField
invocation).
Backward and forward analysis techniques are combined in great variation. For instance,
Smaragdakis et al. [30] generalize the backward-information pattern by allowing for inference
to arbitrarily cross method boundaries. This backward propagation technique might have
adverse effects on precision under certain conditions. To that end, the authors also introduced
a forward propagation approach in which type casts on unknown reflection object are used
to invent a new object of the correct type at that point that will flow normally in subsequent
code. This is a converse compromise since it will not affect the properties of the unknown
reflection object.
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Figure 9 Number of call-graph edges. Empty values indicate the analysis did not terminate
within six hours.
Li et al. [19] developed SOLAR in which they apply three design novelties. Firstly,
they use a lazy heap modeling on reflective allocation sites. Secondly, they introduce a
collective inference for related reflective calls. Finally, they have in place an automatic
identification of problematic reflective calls that potentially could threaten their analysis in
terms of soundness, precision and scalability.
Techniques have also been proposed in order to tackle the scalability issues of a full
fledged string analysis that is usually part of a reflection analysis. The most common practice
is to merge string literals found in the program text into a single object (e.g., SMUSH_STRINGS
in Wala [7]). The exception to this are string constants that are a possible match with class,
method or field names and so could potentially appear in a reflective call. Those literals
need to be analyzed with the normal precision of the analysis at hand.
Aydin et al. [1] and Bultan [5] introduced sophisticated string analyses in the context of
web applications. The former developed a constraint solver that, given a string constraint,
constructs an automaton that accepts all solutions that satisfy the constraint. The latter
approach extracts client- and server-side input validation and sanitization functions and
models them as deterministic finite automata (DFA) using symbolic fixpoint computations









avrora 0.4 228 176 1768 7.8x
batik 0.6 249 176 2140 8.6x
eclipse 0.8 404 196 1836 4.5x
h2 1.4 348 176 2151 6.2x
jython 0.5 279 183 2456 8.8x
luindex 0.1 191 176 711 3.7x
lusearch 0.1 191 176 704 3.7x
pmd 0.4 232 176 1852 8.0x
sunflow 1.9 230 176 1636 7.1x
xalan 0.5 424 260 2724 6.4x
Mean 0.7 6.5x
Figure 10 Various performance metrics of coloring algorithm.
with the aim of identifying errors in input validation and sanitization code. A different
advanced technique for string analysis has been presented by Christensen et al. [6]. They
analyze complex string expressions and abstract them via a context-free grammar that is
then widened to a regular language. Reflection is one of their examples but they only apply
it to small benchmarks. In the context of analyzing Android applications, DroidSafe [8]
employs the JSA String Analyzer [6]. JSA is a flow-sensitive and context-insensitive static
analysis that includes a model of common operations on Java’s String type. For a given
string reference, the analysis computes a multi-level automaton representing all possible
string values. DroidSafe uses JSA as a first pass (only on application code) to resolve
values for string references that are arguments to the Android API. It, subsequently, converts
each resolved automaton to a regular expression that represents the possible values of a
string value. Generally, more precise string analyses are better suited for sensitive semantic
domains and more localized application, rather than whole-program reflection analysis and
arbitrary substring flow over the heap and call stack.
Traditionally, an alternative approach of handling reflection in static analysis has been the
integration of user input or dynamic information along the facts inferred in a static way. A
state-of-the-art example in that direction is the Tamiflex tool [3] which observes the reflective
calls in an actual execution of the program and rewrites the original code to a version
without reflection calls. Another hybrid dynamic-static technique is presented by Grech
et al. [9] in HeapDL. The tool gathers dynamic information in the form of heap snapshots
taken during program execution. Subsequently, such dynamic information is supplied to
a static analysis to enhance its capabilities, substantially counteracting unsoundness with
minimum intrusion to the analysis logic. Another application of this approch is to improve the
scalability [10] of the analysis by replacing static reasoning with dynamic information. The
use of these tools [9,10] significantly increases the number of reflective string constants in the
analysis environment, which makes the techniques presented in this paper even more effective.
Although, hybrid static-dynamic techniques are a practical approach, it is unrealistic to
expect that reflection will yield the same results in different program executions, given that
such a runtime variability is the fuel of any reflective feature.
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average ratio 2.31x 2.02x 1.77x 1.90x
Figure 11 String var points-to (in thousands). Empty values indicate the analysis did not
terminate within six hours.
8 Conclusion and Future Work
Reflection analysis has become a mainstream feature of modern whole-program analysis
tools. Since applications and libraries in the Java ecosystem use reflection for generality
and configurability, it is necessary to use reflection analysis to get a good level of program
analysis coverage. On the other hand, reflection analysis is also responsible for the main
performance bottleneck in whole-program analysis tools. It needs to statically track string
constants that can refer to class members, which tend to dominate analyses’ points-to sets.
There are not many statically-detectable hints within the semantics of the language to limit
string flow.
The approach presented in this paper improves the performance of a static analysis
by maximally encoding reflection string constants using graph coloring. Our technique
compiles an interference graph of strings, and colors this graph using a fast, almost linear-
time algorithm as a simple preprocessing step to encode string constants prior to static
analysis. We find that string merging using graph coloring is an uncompromising technique
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for addressing some of the inefficiency of static analyses, for all kinds of context-sensitive
and context-insensitive analyses and across multiple reflection analysis approaches.
With some adaptations, our technique can lend itself to other similar applications. For
instance the technique could apply to the analysis of dynamically typed languages (where
many more operations are encoded with reflection-like functionality) or to more specific
domains such as the tracking of string constants matching intents in Android applications.
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